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Introduction

Through those saving wounds which you suffered on the cross for our salvation and from which ﬂowed precious and vivifying blood … wound this sinful
soul of mine for which you were willing even to die; wound it with the ﬁery
and powerful dart of your excessive compassion. You are the living Word of
God, efficacious and more piercing than every sharpest sword. You, doubleedged sword, cleave my hardness of heart and wound this sinful soul, and
pierce more deeply into the inmost parts with your powerful virtue. Give
me an abundant source of water and pour into my eyes a true font of tears
running day and night out of excessive feeling and desire for the vision of
your beauty, so that I may grieve constantly all the days of my life, taking no
consolation in the present life, until I merit to see you, my God and my Lord,
as a beloved and beautiful spouse in your heavenly chamber.1

For many years, scholars believed that this prayer excerpt was written in the
fourteenth century.2 The misattribution is understandable. First, the prayer
was transmitted with the Pseudo-Augustinian collection of the Meditations
of St Augustine, which enjoyed a formidable circulation in the Late Middle
Ages.3 Second, the prayer approaches God in a way commonly associated
with late medieval devotion to the cruciﬁed Christ: a more human God,
suffering on the cross, body wounded and bloody.4 The dramatic presentation of the cruciﬁed body was typical of late medieval Christian prayer,
as was the tearful compassion prescribed.5 As a result, this prayer has been
regularly used to uphold the narrative that a so-called ‘affective’ approach to
God was an artefact of the post-twelfth-century, post-Anselm of Canterbury
period, that is, of the Cistercian, Franciscan, lay, and female devotional
contexts of the High and Late Middle Ages.6
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In the 1930s, however, André Wilmart identiﬁed this prayer as the work
of John of Fécamp, the second abbot of the newly reformed Norman monastery of Fécamp, who lived between c. 990 and 1078.7 In fact, Wilmart
attributed four prayers from the Meditations of St Augustine to John, noting
that they were part of a much larger treatise, posthumously called John’s
Confessio theologica (Theological Confession), which was likely written
between 1023 and 1028, ﬁfty years before Anselm of Canterbury’s more
famous affective prayers.8 Since Wilmart’s reattribution, several scholars
have characterised John as the earliest medieval writer prescribing
‘affective’ devotion.9 And so while John’s interest in the graphic, suffering
body of Christ in his Confessio theologica, and his commitment to drawing
parallels between the sufferings of the sinner and his God, resonated
tremendously with the late medieval audience (an audience hungry for
the affective writings of Anselm, Aelred of Rievaulx, Francis, Thomas
à Kempis, and Ludolphus of Saxony), John did not compose his prayers
with that late medieval audience in mind. He instead wrote his treatise
for an audience of traditional, eleventh-century monks, whose use for such
affective piety remains heretofore unexplored.10
This book examines the role of affective devotion in the eleventh-century
male monastic context through the lens of John of Fécamp and the devotional culture of his monastery. It also works to understand John’s ideas,
his ingenuity, his reception among his peers, and the use, application, and
legacy of his kind of emotional devotion. It will ﬁll four lacunae in the scholarship. First, John of Fécamp was an important eleventh-century abbot –
it was from his monastery that William the Conqueror launched his ships
in 1066 – and yet this will be the ﬁrst book since the Confessio theologica’s
1946 edition to systematically examine his work, and the only full-length
study ever to situate his writings in a wider devotional and historical context. Second, John is part of a lineage of famous tenth- and eleventh-century
reform abbots, including several from the Ravenna, Cluniac, and Gorze
reform movements. Yet few scholars have reﬂected on the reform aspects of
John’s agenda, and none have discussed the contemplative, affective, interior
components of these eleventh-century monastic reform movements; this
study will reveal how, alongside regulating observance, customs, and liturgy,
eleventh-century monastic reformers attempted to transform the inner emotional lives of their brethren. Third, on a broader level, this book will offer
one of the only in-depth expositions of the affective devotional lives of traditional, often called ‘Benedictine’,11 monks, known more for their presumed
adherence to unfeeling, blind, communal ritual than for their emphasis on
an individual, affective relationship with God. And ﬁnally, on its broadest
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level, as a study of the earliest manifestations of affective piety, this book
will recalibrate our understanding of the roots of later medieval spirituality.
John and his monastery of Fécamp
The monastery of Fécamp had been originally established in 658, but was
refounded as the Holy Trinity Abbey of Fécamp (Abbaye de la Trinité de
Fécamp or Monasterium Sanctae Trinitatis Fiscannensis) in 1001 by an Italian
reforming abbot named William of Volpiano at the behest of Duke Richard
II of Normandy.12 John of Fécamp was born between 990 and 995 in Ravenna,
Italy, and lived there until he followed his teacher, William of Volpiano, to
the Burgundian monastery of Saint-Bénigne de Dijon (where John was a
monk under William) and then to the newly reformed monastery of Fécamp
(where John was prior under William).13 While prior at Fécamp, John wrote
his Confessio theologica sometime between 1023 and 1028. Once he became
abbot at Fécamp in 1028, John revised this treatise two times: once, by 1030,
creating the Libellus de scripturis et verbis patrum collectus ad eorum presertim
utilitatem qui contemplativae vitae sunt amatores (Little Book of Extracts from
the Scriptures and Words of the Fathers, Especially Useful for Those Who
are Lovers of Contemplation) recension, and once, around 1050, creating
the so-called Confessio fidei (Confession of Faith) recension. Thus, instead of
writing diverse works over the course of his life (like his Norman colleague
Anselm of Canterbury), John created a single major life’s work, the Confessio
theologica, and revisited it over the course of his abbacy. During his time as
abbot, John built up the library of Fécamp by eighty volumes or more; he
travelled to Rome around 1050, perhaps as legate to Pope Leo IX; he served
as abbot of Saint-Bénigne de Dijon from 1052 to 1044 simultaneously with
his abbacy at Fécamp; he visited Fécamp’s possessions in England in 1054,
likely bringing his brand of piety to that region;14 he allowed Fécamp to
serve as the launch site for William the Conqueror’s ships in 1066;15 and
he substantially increased the economic prosperity of his monastery and
its ties to the noble families around Normandy.16 John died on 22 February
1078, having served as Fécamp’s prior and abbot for ﬁfty-ﬁve combined
years, and having left behind substantial evidence of the life of his monastery under his leadership.
John of Fécamp provides us with an unparalleled case study of the
earliest moments of affective devotion in the eleventh-century monastic
context. Along with three recensions of John’s Confessio theologica and additional fragments of writings from John, there survive from his ﬁfty-ﬁve
years as prior and abbot of the monastery of Fécamp library lists, charters,
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letters, liturgical texts, and over eighty other manuscripts. The Fécamp
charters have been compiled;17 the monastery’s proposed exemption has
been interrogated;18 its manuscripts have been identiﬁed;19 their palaeography has been studied;20 the liturgical texts have been partially edited;21 the
Fécamp relics, archaeology, and church space have been examined;22 and
John’s Confessio theologica has been analysed.23 But this study is the ﬁrst to
use the wealth of the Fécamp sources to create a holistic picture of the
production, the reception, the use, and the immediate legacy of John of
Fécamp’s landmark work, the Confessio theologica.24
Fécamp as evidence of emotional monasticism
A study of John of Fécamp’s Confessio theologica and its place in his monastery’s
devotional culture provides information about the oft-forgotten emotional,
interior aspects of monastic reform in traditional monastic houses in the
central medieval period. Historically, scholarship on monastic reform
in the central Middle Ages (sometimes called the ‘Gregorian Reform’ or
‘Benedictine Reform’) has characterised reform as stemming from an externally regulating spirit: a desire to reform economic organisation, liturgical
readings, ecclesiastical organisation, legislation, monastic customs and routine, and the monastery’s dealings with property and relationship with its
patrons.25 In the last few years, scholars have rightly been reconsidering
what we mean by ‘reform’.26 But this reassessment has yet to question the
internal character of eleventh-century ‘Benedictine’ monastic reform.
Reform to these scholars remains an external process, while the internal
and spiritual dimensions of these reforms remain unexplored.27
While John, like William, enforced orthodox external practices and
combated unorthodox behaviours in the Norman monastic world, he also
elaborated on these ideas of orthodoxy by extending his attentions into the
inner workings of a monk’s mind and soul.28 His was an emotional, spiritual
reform. The characterisation of John as an emotional reformer thus works
to erode the lingering idea that a ‘crisis of coenobitism’ overtook the medieval monastic landscape in the eleventh century, in need of an affective
dimension.29 While this idea has long been refuted, the residue of that past
remains.30 Scholarship on Bernard of Clairvaux, for instance, continues to
emphasise the revolutionary nature of Bernard’s reforms, distinguishing
him from the monks who came before by highlighting the ‘originality’ of
his regard for the inner heart and emotion.31 Even studies of traditional
monasticism in the earlier Middle Ages largely neglect focusing on monks
as contemplatives interested in interior investigations,32 more interested in
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the monks’ lay and religious networks, or in their concerns for their lay
patron’s soul, than in the devotional practices of the monastic worshippers
themselves.33 Scholars persist in characterising charismatic monks who
fostered a direct connection with God as violators of monastic ritual behaviour, implying that traditional monastic life was antithetical to such an
affective connection.34 This book will banish this old idea of traditional
monastic devotion as mechanised and communal as opposed to heart-felt
and interior; it will instead argue that even ritual repetition at the monastery served to cultivate an embodied disposition (a habitus) that attempted
to engender more sincere feeling.35 John of Fécamp’s writings, monastic context, and students prove that an interior connection with God was desired
by and intended for traditional monks in the eleventh century.
When the picture of traditional monasticism transforms into a more
emotionally alive one, where monks sought emotional connection with God
by many different and innovative means, the narrative of the development
of medieval Christianity is transformed. Such emotional inwardness has
been habitually characterised by medievalists of all kinds (historians, art
historians, and literary scholars alike) as a ‘self-awareness’ or ‘individuality’
only cultivated in the world outside of the monastery or after the eleventh
century. It has been traditionally seen as a feature of the later Middle Ages,
the world of chivalric vernacular literature, of dialectical arguments in the
cathedral schools and universities, of romance and autobiography.36 Part of
this is because of an anachronistic conception of individuality: to certain
scholars, individual religious quests seemed to be possible only outside of
a community’s control; on the monastic spectrum, therefore, individualism
could only be found in eremitic monasticism, which critiqued the coenobitic ‘ritualism, the rigidity for the sake of unity, and the interminable laus
perennis (perennial praise)’.37 Blinded by modern conceptions of the self,38
scholars have been resistant to the notion that inner penance could have
been located in the mechanisms and structures of coenobitic life, apparently antithetical to introspection.39 According to this line of thinking, in
order to be truly ‘passionate and introspective’, monastic prayers needed
to be ‘outside the framework of the established liturgy’, because only then
could they ‘become more personal’.40
Some studies on lectio divina (divine reading) in the monastery have
worked against this anachronism, following the idea that, since Augustine,
medieval Christianity and monasticism cultivated ‘self-conscious reader[s]’.41
To Augustine and others, the medieval ‘self’ was contingent upon knowledge of God – as Augustine says in his soliloquies, ‘Noverim me, noverim te’
(‘[To] let me know myself [is to] let me know you [God]’).42 But despite this
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newfound openness to the potential ‘individualism’ inherent in monastic
practices of reading, many scholars maintain that traditional monasticism
was ‘constricting’ to the individual43 and insist the notion of ‘inner life’ is
a phenomenon still best associated with later medieval private devotion.44
Even John of Fécamp’s interiority is seen by some scholars as a precocious
exception rather than a part of a larger emotional culture in traditional
monasticism.45 This book will work to correct the record, showing how, a
generation before Anselm, John, his brethren at Fécamp, and Christians
under John’s inﬂuence around Europe were striving to cultivate introspective prayer and an affective connection with God, fostering inner lives
in their lived religious experience while simultaneously remaining members
of an eleventh-century monastic community.46
Affective piety in the eleventh-century male monastery
In addition to changing the way we understand monastic interiority, John
of Fécamp’s example will complete our understanding of the development
of medieval affective devotion. ‘Affective piety’ is a term that scholars often
use without fully deﬁning, usually in cases where devotion to the suffering
Christ is involved, especially in cases of highly emotive piety from the posttwelfth-century period.47 Generally considered one of the ﬁrst medievalists
to draw attention to this trend, R.W. Southern, in his classic work The
Making of the Middle Ages, characterised this type of devotion in the following
way: ‘The theme of tenderness and compassion for the sufferings and helplessness of the Saviour … opened up a new world of ardent emotion and
piety.’48 For Southern, this ‘new world’ began with Anselm of Canterbury.
Others have followed Southern’s model, locating the ‘newness’ of emotionality with various movements and people, usually all in the twelfth century, and usually all revolving around ‘the pathos of Christ’s suffering’, ‘the
body of [the] tortured son … [with] graphic depictions of the suffering body,
depictions which are designed to stimulate an emotional response … [which
are] majestic [and yet] disﬁgured’.49
John’s trailblazing affectivity does not conform to this deﬁnition, however. John’s tearful, compassionate use of the suffering Christ was merely
a part of his larger programme for proper contemplation of God. John
confronts his reader with affective images of the cruciﬁed Christ only at
a certain stage of his devotional process; they are not the only things that
make John’s contemplative method affective or unique. John is instead primarily concerned with affecting emotional devotion in his reader, using
various tools, the suffering Christ merely one among them, to do so.
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Moreover, John does not embrace the image of the cruciﬁed Christ because
he is showing his humanity, but instead because Christ’s suffering allows him
to be the best avatar for the suffering sinner. In this book, therefore, I will
refer to John’s type of devotion as ‘affective’, allowing my narrative to ﬁt
into the wider scholarly discourse; but, when I do, I will be referring to a
kind of piety that does not neatly ﬁt into ‘affective piety’ as it is commonly
deﬁned. Instead, I will deﬁne it as John did – as a programme of emotional
openness in prayer not necessarily centred on the cruciﬁed Christ, but in
fact on the Christian’s awareness of his sinful self.
John spent his whole life deﬁning his brand of piety through three
recensions of the Confessio theologica. In this book, and Chapter 1 especially,
I will focus on the affective terminology that John created, and on the
mechanisms of affective experience that John laid out. In so doing, I have
largely chosen to leave modern affect theory by the wayside. This is a conscious decision. Several scholars of medieval religion have embraced William
Reddy’s formulation of ‘emotives’50 as an appropriate label for the process of
medieval contemplation, showing how medieval devotional emotion, when
articulated, is both descriptive and performative, both encapsulating the
emotion of religious experience and instigating it. Some medievalists, like
Robert Glenn Davis, have rightly noted that this formulation is reductive,
being ‘in danger of collapsing into a simple notion of performance, wherein
emotions become the means of exercising rational agency towards a determinate goal … for managing individual, collective, and political life’.51 These
medievalist-critics have found it helpful to instead engage instead with
affect theory, which, following Gilles Deleuze and Brian Massumi, among
others, distinguishes affect (feeling that is subliminal, visceral, intense, prepersonal, and beyond the limits of the cognitive) from emotion (affect that
has been named, rationalised, signiﬁed, and made subjective).52 There is an
extent to which these theorists’ privileging of affect is more appropriate to
later medieval mystical contemplation, which aims to ‘disrupt and transform’ the ‘cognizing and volitional self’.53 In the case of John of Fécamp,
however, feeling is very much cultivated both cognitively and emotionally,
used as a tool to approach the divine in prayer. In fact, John does not believe
that he is able to feel on his own – instead, he believes that God affects the
deepest love and feelings he desires, and that the only way he can come
close to earning God’s most instinctual and ‘pre-personal’ affect (affectus)
is if he forces himself to initiate emotional introspection. The distinction
which affect theorists draw between cognition and intense visceral feeling,
therefore, does not accurately represent John’s understanding, nor does it
represent the affective practices of his monastic context, which encouraged
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the use of intellectual engagement, ritual praxis, and emotional modelling
to cultivate feeling.54 Plus, John does not consistently use vocabulary that
distinguishes ‘affect’ (affectus) from the ‘passions’ (passiones), or emotion
from feeling.55 In these ways, John certainly shows, as Barbara Rosenwein
has noted repeatedly elsewhere, that the Middle Ages was not an unenlightened age of unbridled emotion, but was instead an age where emotion
was very intentionally employed and cultivated, and where, at least in the
monastery, it was seen as the highest virtue, a gift of God’s grace.56 But the
best way to explain how John understood affectivity is to rely on his words,
and not the words of modern affect theorists or historians of emotion, to
describe the methodology for devotional feeling that he hoped to nurture
in his Confessio theologica.
This book does not intend to provide a unicausal explanation for
the emergence of affective piety in the medieval Christian landscape.
I am not claiming that John or the traditional medieval monastery
were originators of affective piety, nor am I claiming that John’s monastery was unique in its affective practices. By showing how John’s
affective devotion was defined, what inspired it, how it was employed
and disseminated, and what particularly monastic uses it had, I explore
how affective piety worked in one of its earliest historical moments and
contexts. This, in turn, may help us to better understand the motivations for its later medieval transformations, in addition, of course, to
being of intrinsic interest in and of itself.
Chapter outline
To achieve the loftiest aims of this study, we must venture through the
nitty-gritty details of John of Fécamp’s text, of his monastic context, and of
his devotional legacy.
The ﬁrst chapter of this book provides the foundation for the subsequent ones. In it, I analyse John’s Confessio theologica. I sketch out the stages
of John’s devotional prescriptions, deﬁning his goals for his monastic
reader, his requirements for achieving inwardness, his use of affectivity
and emotion, and his reliance on the models of the suffering Christ, the
crying Mary Magdalene, and the prayerful Hannah. Along with providing
this exposition, valuable in and of itself in how it clariﬁes John of Fécamp’s
ideas and reveals the full scope of a text – his Confessio theologica – that has
been principally understood through its excerpts elsewhere, Chapter 1 also
provides the battery of themes, metaphors, and vocabulary that John uses,
deﬁning the ideas that then undergird the rest of my study.
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In the second chapter, I address what about John’s Confessio theologica
is new and innovative, and what about it was drawn from traditional (or
earlier but not so traditional) sources. To better establish John’s inheritance, I survey the eleventh-century library at Fécamp, and I focus on John’s
childhood inﬂuences from Ravenna, from Cluny (via Ravenna and SaintBénigne de Dijon), and from John’s mentor, William of Volpiano. I work
to show that classic texts, such as those by Gregory the Great, use affective
devotion, demonstrating that affective prayer was never quite as foreign to
the early monastic mind as some medievalists might believe. Establishing
John’s sources will show the extent to which the Confessio theologica emanates from the larger monastic context as well as from his own personal history, and also how much was new about John and his work – his interest
in the affective parallels between the cruciﬁed Christ and the suffering
Christian, the committed intensity of his longing for the divine, and his
codifying and reforming of the emotional process of a Christian’s prayerful
approach to God.
Chapter 3 explores how John’s devotional philosophy in the Confessio
theologica – particularly its emotional reform priorities – was present in the
religious culture at his monastery. I will show that John’s affective ideas
were present in the liturgical ceremonies, homilies, books, and letters that
comprised his monastery’s devotional culture. I will then explore the complex relationship between emotional reform and monastic discipline, as
such affective rhetoric seems to have played this dual role at Fécamp.
In the fourth chapter, I demonstrate that John’s teachings on emotional
reform were not conﬁned to his monastic community at Fécamp; they also
motivated his involvement with church-wide reform initiatives led by the
papacy, and, perhaps surprisingly, coloured his interactions with the secular
world. As the abbot of the most prominent abbey in Normandy, John wrote
against heresy at the behest of the pope, criticised bishops’ infringement on
abbatial rights, wrote letters of spiritual advice to fellow monks and holy
women, and regularly interacted with the lay lords and dukes of Normandy.
This chapter shows how John’s prayerful efforts were not restricted to contemplation inside the monastery, but were also connected by John to his
wider institutional responsibilities, thereby inﬂuencing his use and experience of his political, social, and economic actions as abbot.
The ﬁnal chapter examines John’s legacy after his death, both at Fécamp
and in the wider medieval landscape. I ﬁrst show how John’s students and
direct inheritors elaborated on the devotional seeds that John’s Confessio
theologica planted: a cult to the Precious Blood of Christ was established at
Fécamp; John’s students Maurilius of Rouen and Gerbert of Saint-Wandrille
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wrote affective prayers to a cruciﬁed Christ; Guibert of Nogent, a Norman
monk, wrote his own memoir in the style of Augustine’s Confessions after
John; and, most famously, Anselm of Bec wrote his prayers and meditations,
following in the steps of the greatest Norman abbot of the generation
before him, John of Fécamp. The chapter moves on to examine how certain concepts embraced by John changed in the hands of Cistercians. It
concludes by discussing how John’s Confessio theologica circulated in the
later Middle Ages, often attributed in manuscripts to Anselm or Bernard
or Augustine, and considered by later medievals to be a part of their type
of affective devotion.
Through the lens of a single abbot whose life spanned the course of the
eleventh century, and a single monastic foundation whose devotional culture evidenced some of the earliest instances of affective piety, we will see
how traditional monks embraced emotional devotion a generation before
Anselm of Canterbury. We will observe the inner workings of eleventhcentury monastic prayer practices and note their implications. We will
witness how monastic reform slowly transformed monks’ livelihood
through both external regulations and internal devotional practices. We
will understand the extent to which monks actively shaped their religious
emotions through their worldly actions so that they could have fuller, more
intimate relationships with their God. And, hopefully, we will alter the
scholarly narrative, reclaiming the monk as a feeling, prayerful creature,
affective piety as an early medieval monastic practice, and John of Fécamp
as one of the most important touchstones for eleventh-century monasticism and Christian devotion.
Notes
1 ‘per illa salutifera vulnera tua, quae passus es in cruce pro salute nostra, ex quibus
emanavit ille pretiosus et vivificus sanguis … vulnera hanc animam peccatricem, pro qua
etiam mori dignatus es; vulnera eam igneo et potentissimo telo tuae nimiae charitatis.
Vivus es, sermo Dei, et efficax et penetrabilior omni acutissimo gladio. Tu gladius bis
acute cordis duritiam scinde, et vulnera hanc animam peccatricem, atque altius penetra
ad intima potenti virtute, et sic da capiti meo aquam immensam, oculisque meis verum
lacrimarum fontem nocte ac die currentem infunde ex nimio affectu et desiderio visionis
pulchritudinis tuae, ut lugeam iugiter cunctis diebus vitae meae, nullam in praesenti
vita recipiens consolationem, donec te in caelesti thalamo merear videre dilectum et
pulcherrimum sponsum Deum et Dominum meum’ (CT, pp. 180–1).
2 Meditations of Saint Augustine, trans. Matthew J. O’Connell (Villanova,
PA: Augustinian Press, 1995), pp. 9–20; André Wilmart, Auteurs spirituels et textes
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